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Abstract: Increasing the reliability of combustion engines while further reducing emissions and life
cycle costs are the main drivers for optimizing lubricating oil consumption (LOC). However, in order
to reduce the lube oil consumption of an engine, it is crucial to measure it accurately. Therefore, a LOC
measurement device based on the use of the stable isotope deuterium has been developed. Previous
publications have focused on the use of passenger car engines. This publication describes the first
application of this newly developed method on a large gas engine. This is of particular interest as
large-bore engines might show different oil consumption behavior, much higher LOC in gram per
hour and the bigger oil reservoir need larger amounts of tracer. Additionally, a different type of
fuel has an effect on oil consumption measurement as well, as presented in this paper. The results
showed this method can be applied to large gas engines as well after conducting minor changes
to the measurement setup. However, other than liquid fuels, the origin and isotopic composition
of the natural gas has to be monitored. Ideally, gas from large storage is used for carrying out
these measurements.
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1. Introduction
As internal combustion engines operate at high speeds and loads, continuous lubrication of the piston group is indispensable in order to prevent scuffing and provide
optimized mechanical efficiency. Moreover, the tribological properties of the piston group—
lubrication, wear, and friction—are omnipresent research topics in the field of combustion
engines. However, as the combustion engine is an open system, with masses constantly entering and exiting the system boundaries, the lubricating oil itself is continuously consumed
as well. Increasing reliability of combustion engines while further reducing emissions and
life cycle cost are main drivers for optimizing the lubricating oil consumption (LOC). Above
all, lowering the life cycle cost by extending the time between overhaul (TBO) would be a
key benefit of a LOC reduction. Contaminants coming from the oil are considered to lead to
poisoning of catalytic materials of the exhaust gas after-treatment system. Precious metal
catalysts as used in catalytic oxidation catalysts to convert residual organic compounds and
also as a part of selective catalytic reaction (SCR) and ammonia slip catalyst (ASC) systems
to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions from large engines are very sensitive to poisoning by
sulfur and phosphorus from the engine oil. Another highly important point is the influence
of oil droplets on combustion anomalies, for example, as a preignition resulting knocking
of an engine, described in [1].
Currently, these are the main drivers for reducing the oil consumption of an engine.
However, further legislative limitations of carbon dioxide emissions of engines already
operating on carbon-free fuels will address the oil consumption of an engine. Therefore,
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a further reduction of the oil consumption of an engine will keep engine manufacturers
and research facilities busy. However, as the oil consumption of engines often undergoes
lower detection limits of state-of-the-art methods, a new measurement method, based
on the use of the stable isotope deuterium as a tracer, was developed and patented, as
described in [2–4]. In order to provide an overview of the various approaches to this topic,
Table 1 lists different tracers, their advantages and downsides, and respective literature
sources. The method presented in this paper is supposed to solve or at least scale down the
challenges and downsides of state-of-the-art methods. This method is based on marking
synthetic base oil with a non-radioactive isotope of hydrogen: deuterium by a two-step
hydrogen/deuterium exchange process.
Table 1. Different approaches towards lubricating oil consumption measurement on engines.
Tracer

Major Advantage

Tritium (T; 3 H) tracer

Unique substance in the
system
High sensitivity
Precisely detectable
Precisely detectable
Present in oil/additives
by nature
Present in oil/additives
by nature

(69 Ge)

Germanium
Bromine (82 Br)
Halogens (X)
Alkaline Earth Metals
(AEMs)

Major Downside

Source

Cost, effort, radioactive

[5]

Gamma emitter
Short half-life, radioactive
Corrosive

[6]
[7]
[8]

Not detectable online

[9]

Sulfur (S or SO2 )

Precisely detectable

Pyrene (C16 H10 )

Oil-like physicochemical
properties

Adsorption/memory
effects
Insufficient lower detection
limit and selectivity
Decomposes during
combustion

Deuterated polyaromatic
hydrocarbons

Detectable online

Cost, low accuracy

Zinc (Zn)

[10]
[11]

[12]

[10]

The product of this reaction will be called “tracer” throughout this publication. This
tracer is then blended into the lubricating oil of the engine. Subsequently, the amount
of deuterium in the water vapor of the exhaust gas of the engine is determined using a
cavity ring-down spectrometer (CRDS). The LOC can then be calculated by setting up a
mass balance, using the combustion chamber as a system boundary, taking into account
the concentration of deuterium in the intake air, fuel, oil, and exhaust gas.
This method has been successfully applied on passenger cars and heavy-duty engines
operated with gasoline and diesel fuel. Current trends towards the electrification of
passenger car engines might reduce the range of application of this method. Therefore, this
publication shall focus on the application of this newly developed method on large gas
engines, as those will become even more important in terms of transportation and power
generation during the next decades.
The following chapters shall describe the challenges, respective solutions, and results applying this method to a large single-cylinder gas engine. The paper is structured
in describing the measurement device, three major challenges when applying the deuterium method on a large engine, and respective solutions. In the last chapter, results and
comparisons to a reference method will be presented.
2. Materials and Methods
This chapter focuses on the materials and methods and especially on the prototype
used to achieve the results.
The Measurement Device
In order to fully understand the challenges described in the following chapter, it is
necessary to provide a brief description of the measurement setup. Figure 1a shows a
photograph of the device and the components it contains, whereas a schematic overview

used to achieve the results.
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Figure 1. (a) The measurement device; (b) the respective flow schematic.
Figure 1. (a) The measurement device; (b) the respective flow schematic.

3. Results
and Discussion
The output
signal is then transferred to the test bench software via ethernet connection,
where the lube oil consumption is calculated.
3. Results and Discussion
Before presenting the results, at this point, the test carrier shall be described. The
test engine is a large-bore single-cylinder engine operated by natural gas. For reasons
of confidentiality, a more detailed description of the test carrier must, unfortunately, be
omitted at this point.
The results section consists of two types of results. One part focuses on the challenges
and respective results achieved when these challenges were analyzed and finally overcome.
The second part described the actual engine test bench experiments and comparisons to a
state-of-the-art method for LOC measurement.
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3.1. Challenge 1: Amount of Tracer
As mentioned previously, the tracer is manufactured by conducting a hydrogen/
deuterium-exchange reaction on synthetic base oil. This reaction is based on the findings
described in [13,14] but has been further improved in the course of the present research
project. One of the first obvious challenges is the amount of tracer (deuterated base oil)
needed in order to spike a complete oil filling of a large engine with deuterium. In order to
achieve a deuterium signal in the exhaust gas, clearly distinguishable from the background,
around 1% (w/w) of deuterium needs to be added to the oil. Assuming a hydrogendeuterium exchange ratio of around 70–80 at%, this means around 5% (w/w) of tracer need
to be added to the oil. For passenger car engines, this means, around 200 to 600 g of base
oil have to undergo the hydrogen/deuterium-exchange process. However, large singlecylinder engines installed at research facilities have oil conditioning systems and, therefore,
large systems circulating big amounts of lubricating oil. In this case, the lubricating system
contains around 200 L of engine oil. This means an amount of roughly 10 L of synthetic
base oil has to be deuterated. This entails two challenges: cost and time for the reaction.
These challenges were solved using a pressure reactor with a volume of 5 L, so 1 L of oil
could be deuterated at once. In addition, the heavy water used as a deuterium source and
the palladium catalyst was recycled after the second reaction, further lowering the cost.
Continuous monitoring not only of the efficiency of the reaction but also of the stability
and concentration of deuterium in the lubricating oil of the engine is crucial for the successful application of this newly developed method. This monitoring was carried out using a
portable Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) from the company eralytics GmbH.
The eralytics ERASPEC OIL (Figure 2) is capable of determining a variety of parameters
such as total base number (TBN), total acid number (TAN), contaminants, degradation
products by predefined methods. In addition, it is possible to receive the complete infrared
spectrum. Different algorithms for determining the deuterium concentration in the oil have
Lubricants 2022, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 2. The eralytics ERASPEC OIL portable FTIR.
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The following figures show typical infrared (IR) spectra of complete engine oil without (Figure 3) and with (Figure 4) deuterium tracer added. After deuteration, a significant
5 of 14
peak in the highlighted region between 1900 and 2400 wavenumbers is visible. Additionally, the area and the new baseline chosen by the algorithm are highlighted.
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Comparisons to 1H-NMR measurements have shown there is a strong linear correlation (coefficient of determination or R2 score of 0.9984) between the concentration of deuterium and the area underneath the respective peak in the IR spectrum (Figure 5). The
of 14
blue dots represent the collected measurement data for each concentration, whereas6the
red line depicts the calculated regression line.
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3.2. Challenge 2: Signal Bias by Unburned Methane
Cross-sensitivities towards oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, such as described
in [15,16] have been investigated in earlier publications. It turned out, that the effects on
the calculated LOC are almost negligible and a mathematical correction is feasible, even
though the parameters for respective corrections seem to differ between literature sources
and experimental investigations.
As described in [17], methane (CH4 ) can as well interfere with the water isotope
spectra and bias the measurement of the 1 H/2 H-ratio. Therefore, the isotopic water vapor
analyzer has a built-in algorithm correcting for this effect. According to [17], the deviation
should be linear; however, the CH4 measurement of the analyzer is being calibrated for
2 ppm CH4 in dry air. As in the exhaust gas of the engine, a volume share of around 1000
to 2000 ppm of unburned CH4 is expected; the built-in correcting algorithm might not
work properly.
As described in [18], the reactivity of platinum for the conversion of methane is low
compared to other materials such as palladium or rhodium. Therefore, the platinum
catalyst used for diesel and gasoline fuels needed to be exchanged for palladium. Figure 6
the CH4 concentration measured by the analyzer using a platinum (Pt) or a palladium (Pd)
catalyst. Due to the dilution of the exhaust gas with dry air, the CH4 volume fraction in the
sample gas is already much lower than in the raw engine exhaust gas (around 300 ppm
instead of 1500 ppm); however, this still leads to a significant bias of the 1 H/2 H signal of
the analyzer.
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As palladium is very sensitive to poisoning by sulfur or phosphorus coming from the
As palladium is very sensitive to poisoning by sulfur or phosphorus coming from
engine oil or fuel, the reactivity might decrease after some time. In the course of the exthe engine oil or fuel, the reactivity might decrease after some time. In the course of
periment (50 engine operating hours), however, the catalyst did not seem to be deteriothe experiment (50 engine operating hours), however, the catalyst did not seem to be
rating. According to [18], rhodium as a catalyst would be less sensitive to poisoning; howdeteriorating. According to [18], rhodium as a catalyst would be less sensitive to poisoning;
ever, the reactivity with methane is slightly lower. At temperatures of 500 °C total◦ oxidahowever, the reactivity with methane is slightly lower. At temperatures of 500 C total
tion
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of 35%,
more often.
As described
[18], platinum
a maximum
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efficiency
of 35%, even at 500 ◦ C. As for all catalysts, the temperature is a crucial parameter for
reactivity; the catalytic converter is (pre)-heated to 450 ◦ C. This temperature was limited
by the catalytic material itself minus the temperature increase due to the energy released
during the conversion of methane.
Additionally, the dilution with dry air increases the reactivity by both increasing the
share of excess oxygen and lowering the humidity of the exhaust gas. Further information
on the catalytic materials and correlations with humidity and temperature is [19] highly
recommended.
3.3. Challenge 3: Background Fluctuations
As deuterium (2 H) is a stable, non-radioactive isotope, it is abundant in every compound containing hydrogen. Even though its natural abundance of 0.0156 at% is very low
compared to the other stable hydrogen isotope protium (1 H) with 99.98 at%, its occurrence
in fuel and in the humidity of the ambient air has to be taken into account when calculating
the lubricating oil consumption. The abundance in ambient air can be easily measured
with the installed water isotope analyzer by just disconnecting it from the exhaust gas
sample line. However, the procedure for fuels is more complicated. Liquid fuels can only
be measured with the help of isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) or 1 H-NMR. For
liquid fuels, the deuterium concentration is assumed to be equal to the natural abundance.
However, for gaseous fuels—especially methane—the actual source has an impact on
the respective deuterium abundance. According to Figure 7 ([20]), the isotopic hydrogen
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ratio (delta2 H, or δ2 H) may fluctuate in a range from roughly −100‰ to −400‰ (the
isotopic ratio of hydrogen is usually compared to the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water,
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have been carried out only once before the start of the actual measurement, as depicted in
Figure 8. In this case, the hydrogen/deuterium-ratio was first measured at ambient air.
Then, the sample line was connected to the engine inlet in order to measure the isotopic
signature of the air/fuel mixture. This was done using a tube furnace instead of the catalytic reactor to prevent damage to the reactor. During the test, the engine was operated at
a constant load and speed.
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Potential solutions might be an intermittent measurement of the inlet concentration
by increasing the air-fuel ratio in order to reach methane volume fractions of 1500 ppm or
by using a tube furnace instead of the catalyst, which could enable continuous monitoring
throughout the engine operation. However, two downsides come along with using a tube
furnace. First, the sample gas flow must be low, in order to reach a high catalytic efficiency,
which would imply long measurement cycle times. Second, in the past, it has turned out
that a tube furnace is not robust enough to permanently withstand the rough conditions on
an engine test bench (temperature changes, vibrations, etc.). Therefore, for the presented
prototype, a pellet-type catalyst has been installed.
For the measurement campaign described in this paper, background measurements
have been carried out only once before the start of the actual measurement, as depicted
in Figure 8. In this case, the hydrogen/deuterium-ratio was first measured at ambient air.
Then, the sample line was connected to the engine inlet in order to measure the isotopic
signature of the air/fuel mixture. This was done using a tube furnace instead of the catalytic
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in Figure 9. Both diagrams depict the mean effective pressure on the abscissa. On the ordinate, the lower diagram shows the lubricating oil consumption (LOC), whereas the upper diagram shows the LOC divided by the engine power, the so-called brake specific
lube oil consumption.
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At this point, for the sake of completeness, results from passenger car engine (PCE)
tests shall be displayed. In previous experiments, engine characteristic maps of passenger
car engines have been recorded using the same method [3]. In order to compare both results, a load curve has been cut out from the engine characteristic map, as depicted in
Figure 10. As seen before, the bullets represent actual measurement points, whereas the
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4. Summary and Conclusions
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Important physical properties of the lubricating oil, such as viscosity, remain largely
unaffected even after the addition of 10% tracer to the oil. The measurements of the physical properties of the oil, the monitoring of the oil quality, and the regular analysis of the
tracer concentration in the oil were carried out with the portable infrared spectrometer
ERASPEC OIL, which was kindly provided by the company eralytics GmbH. For this pur1
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Important physical properties of the lubricating oil, such as viscosity, remain largely
unaffected even after the addition of 10% tracer to the oil. The measurements of the physical
properties of the oil, the monitoring of the oil quality, and the regular analysis of the tracer
concentration in the oil were carried out with the portable infrared spectrometer ERASPEC
OIL, which was kindly provided by the company eralytics GmbH. For this purpose, a new
method was developed and calibrated with 1 H-NMR spectroscopy.
For the LOC measurement on the engine test bench, a prototype device with an isotope
water vapor analyzer was designed and implemented on the test bench. The analyzer is
able to determine the hydrogen/deuterium ratio in the water vapor of the engine exhaust.
With the help of this measurement and knowledge of the deuterium concentrations in
the oil and in the air/fuel mixture entering the engine, the lubricating oil consumption
can be calculated. Other important components such as a catalytic converter, an exhaust
gas drying unit and a temperature conditioning unit are important to meet the analyzer’s
sample gas requirements.
The actual measurement campaign was carried out on a test bench equipped with a
large single-cylinder natural gas engine.
Three challenges arose during the test campaign. First, the amount of tracer required
for large engines, or rather engines with a large engine oil volume, is naturally greater than
for a passenger car engine. This challenge was solved with a 5-litre pressure reactor and a
two-step process that recycles the deuterium source heavy water. The second challenge,
specific to large engines, was to adapt the LOC measurement device’s catalytic reactor.
Since the isotope analyzer’s deuterium signal is distorted by methane, any methane slip
from the engine must be avoided. Therefore, the catalyst material was changed from
platinum to palladium, resulting in a methane conversion efficiency of about 99.6%. Future
tests will investigate the chemical degradation and lifetime of the catalyst due to sulfur and
phosphorus from the exhaust gas. The third challenge in the tests described is fluctuations
in the deuterium background signal. Since deuterium is a stable isotope, it is naturally
abundant in the moisture of the intake air, but also in the hydrocarbons of the fuel used. In
the case of natural gas, the origin of the gas has been shown to have a strong influence on
the isotopic signature. Therefore, the background signal may vary over time. In the present
tests, it was assumed that the daily variations of the deuterium concentration in natural
gas are negligible. In future tests, the amplitudes and period duration of any fluctuations
and their influence on the measurement result should be investigated in more detail.
Despite these fluctuations, comparisons with the SO2 method showed very good
consistency and reproducibility of the deuterium method.
Future investigations will include the use of hydrogen as a fuel, fluctuations in the
deuterium concentration in natural gas and improving the quality of the tracer with regard
to engine oil properties.
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Abbreviations
% (w/w)
1H
2H
BSLOC
CH4
CRDS
delta2 H or δ2 H
FTIR
IR
IRMS
H2 O
LOC
NMR
PCE
Pd
ppm
Pt
Rh
SCE
SCR
SO2
TAN
TBN
TBO

Weight-percent
Protium
Deuterium
Brake specific lube oil consumption
Methane
Cavity ring-down spectroscopy
Hydrogen isotopic ratio
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
Infrared
Isotope ratio mass spectroscopy
Dihydrogen oxide/water
Lubricating oil consumption
Nuclear magnetic resonance
Passenger car engine
Palladium
Parts per million
Platinum
Rhodium
Single-cylinder engine
Selective catalytic reaction
Sulfur dioxide
Total acid number
Total base number
Time between overhaul
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